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Abstract
In this paper, we present the problem of allocating students to classes in Swiss secondary schools, where students have different profiles due to their level in some fields or to the options they attend. The pedagogical objective is to have a high diversity of profiles within a class and similarity between classes. In order to achieve this goal, the problem is modelled as a resource allocation problem (RAP), where students are resources, using a constraint satisfaction optimisation approach (CSOP). The RAP is then solved in two different ways, with a solver for CSOP, and with an ant colony optimisation algorithm (ACO). Eight real datasets are used to compare their performance. The ACO algorithm provides better solutions than the CSOP solver in a shorter time. Results show that the pheromones used in the ACO help to find better solutions in a much smaller amount of time. The short computation time enables the school’s directors to simulate different compositions of their future classes before having the final results of the last exams.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Resource Allocation Problem (RAP) consists in assigning a limited number of resources to objects, which can be activities as in communication systems [1, 2], or tasks as in scheduling problems [3, 4]. The resources can be for example goods [5], people [3, 4], money [6], or seats in courses [7, 8].

Usually a RAP has an objective as maximizing satisfaction or productivity. It can be Multi-Objective (MORAP) and have objectives that might be opposite, as in asset management, maximize revenue and minimize risk [6], or in staff scheduling, minimize operational cost and improve working conditions [4]. In the case of a MORAP, the objectives can be combined into a weighted function so that the problem becomes a single-objective RAP. The Pareto optimality can also be considered to solve a MORAP, in which case, the solutions that have to be found are the non-dominated ones. If an objective is improved in a non-dominated solution, at least one other objective will be penalised.

If the objective is influenced by both sides, objects and resources, the RAP is then often referred to as a matching problem [9]. For example, when seats are allocated to students in a university, students may submit preferences for the courses, in which case, the simple objective might be to maximize students’ satisfaction [8]. If professors have also preferences for students, because of their background or their grades, then both types of preferences, students’ and professors’, have to be considered in order to find a good solution to the problem.

In addition to the objective, in most optimisation problems, hard constraints have to be considered. If any of those constraints is not fully satisfied in a solution, then this solution will not be feasible. We can find for example capacity constraints [5, 7, 8], or skills constraints [4].
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In the recent years, different types of approaches to solve the RAP and especially the MORAP have been proposed. Dynamic programming has been used to optimise a portfolio in a project financing firm [10]. Neighbourhood search [11], particle swarm optimisation [12] and genetic algorithms [13] have been applied to the classical problem of assigning workers to jobs where the objectives are to maximize the efficiency and to minimize the cost. Evolutionary algorithms have also been used for the allocation of projects to students where five different objectives had to be considered [14] and for the allocation of resources to projects over several periods of time [15].

In this paper, we propose a novel application of two popular and widely used computational intelligence methods to a real optimisation problem that is modelled as a RAP. This problem occurs in secondary schools in Canton de Vaud (Vaud), a French part of Switzerland. A new educational system was launched in 2013, [16, 17]. Before 2013, students were allocated to classes and then a traditional timetabling problem was solved with commercial software in almost all schools in Vaud, since all students in a class attended the same lessons. In the new system, there still exist classes, but a student will be part of one main class and of several other classes depending on the lessons he has to attend. Students in the same main class will therefore be split and grouped differently with other students for the some activities scheduled during the week. This split and group process is not specific to Switzerland, it e in high schools in Greece [18], Germany [19] or Australia [20]. This process allows having students in the same main class who are split for options or because of their different level in a field. In Switzerland, those options and fields represent sometimes more than half of the timetable of a student.

In most cases, the splitting and grouping of students has an impact on the timetable, but is not considered as an objective. In Vaud, the pedagogical objective is to have main classes as mixed as possible and to have a similar diversity between classes. A student can be described with a profile with the options he selected and his level in the different fields, mixed classes are preferred in order to avoid situations where students with the same profile are allocated to the same class. Students can thus be seen as resources allocated to main classes, and the objective of the RAP is the diversity within each class and the similarity between classes. Regarding diversity, classes are competitors since an assignment may lead to one class perfectly mixed penalizing the others. Regarding similarity, classes have to distribute students in a fair way among them in order to satisfy this objective as much as possible. In [17], a complete model that combined the allocation and the timetabling problems was proposed, but not solved.

In this new work, we propose a model and two resolution approaches for the allocation of students to classes in order to have classes as mixed and similar as possible. The problem is first modelled as a Constraint Satisfaction Optimisation Problem (CSOP), [21]. The CSOP is then solved with a CSOP solver, Gecode [22], and with an Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) algorithm, [23-25]. ACOs’ algorithms have often been used to solve different types of optimisation problems. In the early years of this metaheuristic, most of the problems where ACO was used could be represented with a graph, as the Travelling Salesman Problem [26], but very quickly ACO algorithms spread and were used in many different fields, for example an ant colony system has been used to define the location of hubs in a network and to allocate each node of this network to one of the hubs [27]. ACO algorithms have also been adapted to solve a MORAP [28], a timetabling problem [29] or a course allocation problem [8].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the problem in Vaud. Section 3 presents the model for the problem and for the CSOP and the ACO approaches. Section 4 contains the description of the results. Section 5 contains the conclusions and presents the future work.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CLASSES’ SETTING UP PROBLEM

In Vaud, a new program for secondary schools has been implemented in August 2013. Ninety schools are impacted by this new program, which corresponds to three grades (around years 12 to 15). This new program is briefly described in this section, for more details about it, see [17].

Students are divided into two sections. The Voie Générale (VG) prepares students to a vocational school. The Voie Prégymnastiale (VP) prepares them to a high school.

Each student attending a VP level will be assigned to one option (OS) he can select among 4 topics. The VG students will select 2 different options (OCOM) among 6 topics. If a VG student has high grades, he may attend one OS with the VP students instead of both OCOMs.

For a few subjects, VG students’ level is taken into consideration and they will attend lessons in groups of students with the same level. As for the options, VG students may attend lessons with VP students if their level is good enough.

For the other subjects, with no level and no options, students are grouped in classes, called section classes. All students of a section class will attend the lessons of those subjects together. All section classes of the same grade and section should have a similar size.

The pedagogical objective is the diversity of each VG section class regarding the level fields and the options and the similarity between VG section classes of the same grade. For example, if we consider 2 section classes and a level field, 24 students with level L1 and 8 students with level L2, a class with an optimal diversity will be made of 8 L1 students and 8 L2 students, but the second will have then 16 L1 students. Optimal similarity means that each section class will have 12 L1 students and 4 L2 students.

The timetabling with diversity becomes more difficult because the schedule of several section classes has to be the same for some lessons. In the previous example for the optimal similarity solution, both section classes need to have the same schedule for the considered field, all L2 students will attend the same lessons (as will L1 students). In addition to that, there is an impact on the resources needed since if L1 and L2 lessons have the same schedule, the school needs more teachers for this subject.

Considering levels and options, in a school we may have up to 4 VP profiles and 432 VG profiles for students. Currently, the school’s director assigns students to classes manually and creates the timetable with commercial software. As the diversity objective of the assignment has a big impact on the timetable’s constraints, this objective is sometimes not considered.

3. THE MODEL FOR THE CLASS ALLOCATION PROBLEM

This section describes the proposed model for the Class Allocation Problem (CLAP) in detail. Section 3.1 describes the concepts of the Vaud problem. Section 3.2 defines the solution and the hard constraints and section 3.3 explains how the diversity and similarity objectives are modelled as a cost for the optimization problem. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 describe respectively the CSOP and the ACO models.

3.1 Concepts

The main concepts of the allocation problem are:

Grade, $g \in G$. In Vaud, there are 3 grades in secondary schools: 9, 10 and 11.

Categories, $k \in K$. A category corresponds to a group of students who have an option, a level or a section and grade in common. Examples of categories are grade-section (9-VP), grade-OS (11-Latin), grade-OCOM (10-Visual Arts), and levels (9-Math-L1). A category is thus defined with its grade $KG(k)$, its type $KT(k) \in \{ section, OS, OCOM, level \}$ and a
maximal number of students per class $KS_{\text{max}}(k)$. For every grade, there is only one category whose type is \textit{section}.

**Classes.** $q \in Q$. A class is a grouping of students and is defined with a category $QK(q)$. All students who belong to a category must be allocated to one class of this category. The number of classes of a category $k$ depends on the category. In the rest of the paper, the classes that are considered are only the section classes, since the way the students are split in the other classes has no impact on the objectives.

**Students.** $s \in S$. A student is defined with the categories he belongs to $SK(s)$. A student belongs to one category whose type is \textit{section}.

### 3.2 Solution and hard constraints

A solution $\mu$ to the allocation problem contains the assignment of students to classes:

$$\mu = \{(s, q) \in S \times Q\}$$

$$\exists (s, q) \in \mu \iff \text{student } s \text{ is assigned to class } q$$

The \textbf{hard constraints} in an optimization problem must always be satisfied in order to have a feasible solution. In our allocation problem, there are only two types of hard constraints:

- A student must be assigned to one class of each category he belongs to, Eqs. (2) and (3)
- The number of students per class is limited and depends on its category, Eq. (4)

\begin{align*}
\forall s \in S, \forall k \in SK(s): \quad & \exists! (s, q) \in \mu: QK(q) = k \\
\forall (s, q) \in \mu: \quad & QK(q) \in SK(s) \\
\forall q \in Q: \quad & Card(\{s \in S: (s, q) \in \mu\}) \leq KS_{\text{max}}(QK(q))
\end{align*}

### 3.3 Objective

\textbf{Soft constraints} are constraints that should be satisfied as much as possible. Usually a solution where all the soft constraints are satisfied does not exist. Therefore a cost is associated with a soft constraint that is not satisfied and the objective of the problem is to minimize the total cost of the solution. In the allocation problem, the objective is to have diversity within section classes and similarity between them. The similarity objective contains implicitly the diversity objective. Indeed if all classes are similar, then they are equally diverse.

For an allocation $\mu$, the number of students in a class $q$ that belong to a category $k$ is given by Eq. (5). We can thus define the average number of students of a category $k$ that should be in a section class as the number of students belonging to $k$ divided by the number of section classes of the grade of $k$, Eqs. (6), where $Q_k$ is the list of section classes that belong to the same grade as $k$, as defined in Eq. (7).

$$QN(q, k) = Card(\{(s, q) \in \mu: k \in SK(s)\})$$

$$\overline{QN}(k) = \frac{Card(\{s \in S: k \in SK(s)\})}{Card(Q_k)}$$

Where $Q_k = \{q \in Q: KG(QK(q)) = KG(k) \land KT(QK(q)) = "section"\}$

Two section classes $q_i, q_j$ that belong to the same grade are similar for a category $k$ if they have the same number of students for this category, $QN(q_i, k) = QN(q_j, k)$. The section classes of a grade are similar if they are all similar for any category. In an optimal solution for
similarity, \(QN(q,k)\) is thus the same for all classes \(q \in Q\) and all categories \(k \in K\). The absolute deviation of a category \(k\) defined in Eq. (8) is used to measure how far a class is from the optimal similarity. The similarity objective is modelled with the minimisation of the sum of the absolute deviation for all categories as defined in Eq. (9).

\[
AbsDev(k) = \frac{1}{\text{Card}(GS(k))} \sum_{q \in GS(k)} |QN(q,k) - \bar{Q}N(k)|
\]

\[
Cost(\mu) = \sum_{k \in K} AbsDev(k)
\]

### 3.4 The CSOP model

As defined in [21] and [23], a Constraint Satisfaction Optimization Problem (CSOP) can be described with three sets and one function \((X; D; C; f)\). \(X\) is the set of variables. The domain \(D_x\) is the set of values that can be assigned to each variable \(x \in X\). \(C\) is the set of constraints that limits the assignment of values to variables. A solution to a CSOP is the assignment to each variable of one value that belongs to its domain such that the constraints of \(C\) are fully satisfied. The fitness function \(f\) maps a value to each possible solution and the objective is to optimize the value of \(f\).

For the CLAP, the variables \(X = \{X_1, ..., X_n\}\) are the section class allocated to students, where \(n = \text{Card}(S)\) is the number of students, e.g. \(X_s\) is the section class allocated to student \(s\). The domain \(D_{X_s}\) is thus the list of the section classes corresponding to the student \(s\) as defined in Eq. (10). The constraints of this model are the capacity of the classes; the number of students in a class cannot exceed its capacity, Eq. (11).

\[
\forall s \in S: \quad D_{X_s} = \{q \in Q: QK(q) \in SK(s) \land KT(QK(q)) = "section"\}
\]

\[
\forall q \in Q: \quad \text{Card}([X_i \in X: X_i = q]) \leq KS_{\text{max}}(QK(q))
\]

### 3.5 The ACO model

As explained in [24], Ant System is the first Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm introduced by Dorigo in 1992, and is a probabilistic algorithm based on the foraging behaviour of real ants. When ants find food, they deposit pheromones on the paths they use, and those pheromones are then detected by the other ants in order to try and find the food source. A variant of the ACO algorithm, MAX-MIN Ant System, was introduced in [26], where only the best ants deposit pheromones, and the quantity of pheromone has an upper and a lower limit.

In the ACO algorithm presented in this paper in Fig. 1, a path corresponds to an assignment \((s,q)\) of a student to a section class, and each assignment has a quantity of pheromones on it which will be used to calculate the probability of including this assignment in the solution of an ant. At each iteration, each ant of the colony will build a solution step by step selecting one assignment \((s,q)\) for each student, line 13. At the beginning of the algorithm, all pheromones \(\tau_{s,q}\) are initialised to a given value, lines 5-7. At the end of an iteration, part of the pheromones evaporate, which means that the value of \(\tau_{s,q}\) is reduced, lines 24-26. The fitness of the solutions found by the ants during the iteration will be computed, line 19, and compared, and the best ant will deposit pheromones on the assignments \((s,q)\) that belong to its solution, the value of \(\tau_{s,q}\) is thus increased, lines 27-29.

In addition to the pheromones, the ants will also use the visibility \(\eta_q\) they have on their own partial solution. Indeed when it is building a solution, each ant knows which assignments
are in its partial solution and the capacity of the classes. As classes should never be overbooked, the ant has to know somehow if a class can still be assigned to a student or not. The visibility has thus to be updated after each allocation of a student to a class and its value is given by Eq. (12), lines 2-4 and 15-17. The probability to select a section class \( q \) for a student \( s \) is then given by Eq. (13), where \( Q_s \) is the list of section classes that belong to the same grade as \( s \), as defined in Eq. (14).

\[
\eta_q = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if there are still seats available in } q \\
0 & \text{if } q \text{ has no more seats available} 
\end{cases} \tag{12}
\]

\[
p(s,q) = \frac{\tau_{s,q} \cdot \eta_q}{\sum_{i \in Q_s} \tau_{s,i} \cdot \eta_i} \tag{13}
\]

Where

\[
Q_s = \{ q \in Q: QK(q) \in SK(s) \land KT(QK(q)) = "section" \} \tag{14}
\]

When an assignment \((s,q)\) belongs to the best solution of an iteration, pheromone is deposited on it at the end of the iteration, the values of \( \tau_{s,q} \) and therefore of \( p(s,q) \) are increased. In the next iteration, \( q \) has then a higher probability to be selected for \( s \) than in the iteration that just finished. The parameters used in this ACO algorithm are the number of iterations, the number of ants, the evaporation rate \( \rho \), and the deposition rate \( \varphi \).

**Input:** List of students with their categories, List of section classes with their capacity

**Output:** Allocation \( \mu \): Assignment of each student to one section class

1. \( \mu \leftarrow \emptyset \)
2. for \( q \in Q \) do
3. \( \eta_q = 1 \) // Visibility initialisation
4. end for
5. for \((s,q) \in (S \times Q)\) do
6. \( \tau_{s,q} = \tau_{\text{init}} \) // Pheromones initialisation
7. end for
8. for \( i = 1, \ldots, \text{NbIterations} \) do
9. \( \mu_{\text{iter}} \leftarrow \emptyset \)
10. for \( j = 1, \ldots, \text{NbAnts} \) do
11. \( \mu_{\text{ant}} \leftarrow \emptyset \)
12. for \( s = 1, \ldots, \text{NbStudents} \) do
13. Select a section class \( q \) of the grade of \( s \)
14. \( \mu_{\text{ant}} \leftarrow \mu_{\text{ant}} \cup (s,q) \)
15. if \( \text{Card}((s_i,q_j) \in \mu_j) = K S\text{max}(QK(q)) \) then
16. \( \eta_q = 0 \) // Visibility update
17. end if
18. end for
19. Calculate the fitness function \( f(\mu_{\text{ant}}) = \sum_{k \in K} \text{AbsDev}(k) \)
20. if \( f(\mu_{\text{ant}}) < f(\mu_{\text{iter}}) \) then
21. \( \mu_{\text{iter}} \leftarrow \mu_{\text{ant}} \)
22. end if
23. end for
24. for \((s,q) \in (S \times Q)\) do
25. \( \tau_{s,q} \leftarrow (1-\rho) \cdot \tau_{s,q} \) // Pheromones evaporation
26. end for
27. for \((s,q) \in \mu_{\text{iter}}\) do
28. \( \tau_{s,q} \leftarrow \tau_{s,q} + \frac{\varphi}{f(\mu_{\text{iter}})} \) // Pheromones deposition
29. end for
30. if \( f(\mu_{\text{iter}}) < f(\mu) \) then
31. \( \mu \leftarrow \mu_{\text{iter}} \)
32. end if
33. end if
34. end for

Figure 1: Model; the ACO Algorithm.
4. EXPERIMENTATION

4.1 The data set: Canton de Vaud, Switzerland

The eight data sets used in this paper come from the Direction Générale de l’Enseignement Obligatoire from Canton de Vaud in Switzerland. They correspond to two different grades of four schools. The available data is the list of students with the categories they belong to and the number of section classes per grade. One student belongs usually to 5 categories, few of them belong to only 3 or 4. Table I contains the number of students, of section classes and of categories per school and per grade-section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Section classes</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2112</td>
<td>9-VG</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-VG</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1213</td>
<td>9-VG</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-VG</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3411</td>
<td>9-VG</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-VG</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3621</td>
<td>9-VG</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-VG</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 The results

The computation was done on an Intel® Core™ i5-5300U CPU 2.30 GHz. Gecode was used to solve the CSOP model, [22]. Gecode used three threads, the ACO approach only one. In Gecode, the selection of the variables is always the same and depends only on the sequence of students in the file, the selection of their value for the branching is done randomly, and the runtime was limited to 10 minutes. 80 iterations with 60 ants each were used for the ACO approach, one run needed between 1 and 3 seconds.

The algorithms were launched 10 times for each data set. Table II contains the results: average, standard deviation, best and worst results. Regarding the average, the ACO clearly outperforms the CSOP, which is between 14 % and 44 % worse. Regarding the best solution found among the 10 runs, the CSOP outperforms or is identical to the ACO 4 times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Av. ± St. Dev.</th>
<th>Best</th>
<th>Worst</th>
<th>Av. ± St. Dev.</th>
<th>Best</th>
<th>Worst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2112</td>
<td>9-VG</td>
<td>58.4 ± 5.7</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>79.0 ± 10.2</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-VG</td>
<td>75.2 ± 4.8</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>103.0 ± 19.0</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1213</td>
<td>9-VG</td>
<td>26.8 ± 4.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37.2 ± 5.7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-VG</td>
<td>39.2 ± 5.3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>56.6 ± 13.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3411</td>
<td>9-VG</td>
<td>38.2 ± 3.8</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>51.4 ± 4.3</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-VG</td>
<td>37.8 ± 3.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51.4 ± 9.9</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3621</td>
<td>9-VG</td>
<td>29.2 ± 3.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33.2 ± 8.2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-VG</td>
<td>27.0 ± 2.9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36.6 ± 8.9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figs. 2 and 3 show how students are spread in the different section classes for each category in a solution found by ACO. For each category, the closer the points are, the better the solution is. Category 1 corresponds to the section category.
For category 1, the size of the section classes is between 18 and 19 students in Fig. 2, and they are thus similar. For the other categories, the difference in the number of students per class is between 1 and 4, e.g. in category 7, class 3 has 9 students of this category and class 2 has 12 of them.

Figure 2: Experimentation; results for school 2112, grade 9-VG, with ACO.

Figure 3: Experimentation; results for school 3621, grade 10-VG, with ACO.

Fig. 4 shows the cost of the current best solution during one run of the ACO algorithm for two different sections of two schools. The convergence takes place after 1 to 3 seconds, depending on the school and the grade considered.

Figure 4: Experimentation; evolution of the solution cost for the ACO algorithm in 1 run.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented two approaches to solve a resource allocation problem in educational institutions where students have different profiles in different topics. The objective is to have all classes with a similar composition for all topics, which means that students with the same profile on a topic have to be spread among the available classes. This maximises also the diversity of each class, since a maximum number of different profiles will be allocated to each of them.

Two approaches were used. The ACO algorithm provides better solutions than the CSOP solver in a shorter time. As both of them use randomness for the allocation of resources, our
results prove that the pheromones in the ACO approach help to find very good solutions in a much smaller amount of time.

As the computation time is short for the ACO approach, the school’s directors, who are in charge of the allocation of students and of the timetable, can simulate multiple scenarios of possible sets of profiles in their school. They can then analyse the impact of those scenarios on the pedagogical objective with the solution proposed in this paper and on the timetable problem with the commercial software available in the different schools.

We are currently including in the model part of the resolution of the timetable problem in order to analyse the impact of similar classes on the timetabling constraints and on the resources needed. We plan also to extend the ACO algorithm to include the timetabling problem and to compare then our results with the results obtained with the commercial software currently used in most schools of Canton de Vaud.

In our future work, we plan to compare the results obtained with our ACO and CSOP approaches with other existing approaches, such as genetic algorithms.
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